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OAK+ALMOND
The Style of California meets the Iconic Excellence of New York –
Right here in Norwalk, Connecticut.

T

Story by Susan Heller | Photos by Neil Landino

he concept of Farm to Table, imported from California, is not new to Connecticut. It has, however,
finally, been done right. From the California clean
style of the space to the extraordinary attention
lavished on sourcing ingredients and food preparation, I know a place that hits every high note.
One complaint I hear all too frequently is that
when it comes to superior restaurant food in Connecticut, you have to go to New York -- Manhattan, to be specific. That mythology is unequivo-

cally inaccurate as the presentation of Oak + Almond -- which they call
-- “a focus on hearth and flame”, clearly proves. The eponymous name
describes part of the reason why: their wood-burning oven and stove are
stoked with the hardwoods of oak and almond which impart a richness
and depth of flavor to many of their most popular dishes.
It starts, as all quality products do, with intention. Anthony Pirraglia and
his son Jon Paul are meticulous perfectionists. They love what they do and
their attention to detail shows. From their signature craft cocktails to the
heirloom grains and coffee they have custom-ground to order, superior
quality is the bottom line. If they say a dish is vegetarian or can be made

Above: Jon Paul Pirraglia, AJ Castorina, Anthony Pirraglia (standing), Jon Zendman, Chef Joe Italiano
Left: Sausage Flatbread
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so, believe them. When they offer gluten free pasta, it is fresh,
delicious and guaranteed gluten-free.
They are strong proponents of the philosophy behind the
Farm to Table movement, which has everything to do with
supporting small-farm economies, food freshness and seasonality as well as a strong interest in safeguarding the unique
taste of heirloom grains and vegetables. Toward that end, they
grow their own herbs in season and have a lengthy list of
organic and biodynamic farms and purveyors with whom they
work. They also utilize local and small production breweries
and wineries.
Maintaining tight control of the basics is essential in terms of
sustaining the level of quality, which is why their bread, desserts, gelato, jams, pizza dough, cheese for the flat bread, and
pastas are all handmade on the premises. That said, the prices
at Oak + Almond are more than reasonable, with Bottomless
Mimosa’s served at Saturday and Sunday brunch (11:30am
– 3:00pm) along with a range of lunch food for those who
come later in the day. That brings up another huge plus: Oak
+ Almond is open all day, from 11:30 to closing. Writing a
Left: The “Family Style” table in the main dining room
Above: Wood Roasted Wild Black Cod
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Top: Squid Ink Fettucine + Cockles
Above: Crispy Pork Belly Starter
Right: Kale Yeah! and Super Juice
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book and need a casual, welcoming environment? Having a meeting and need a location
with direct access to I-95, Route 7 and the
Merritt Parkway? I know a place.
An additional import from California, which
is beginning to gain some traction among
we sometimes-staid (on occasion, insular)
New Englanders, is the idea of a community
table. The Pirraglia’s spin on the idea is 18
feet long, crafted (once again) from local 100
year-old oak floorboards, at which patrons are
encouraged to sit, work on their computers
(free Wi-Fi is provided), or share their opinions of favorite menu items and drinks.
In terms of the dynamics of customer flow
and event accommodation, Oak + Almond
provides broadly variable seating configurations. Happy Hour (5:00pm – 7:00pm) is
hosted on the three-season stone patio which,
in turn can be expanded through sliding glass
doors (seats 36), which can then in turn open
to a second private dining room (seats 26)
complete with fireplace, which can open into
the main dining area (seats 110) for a large
event or party. The indoor bar adjacent to
the main dining room accommodates 40+
people.
About Service: everybody talks about it, not
that many get it right. It makes a difference,
however subtle, to your dining experience
when the people working behind the scenes,
as well as on the floor, have a personal investment in your appreciation of the food,
the décor, and the presentation. From the inhouse chef to the servers, the people of Oak
+ Almond feel that being in the restaurant
business is one thing; being in the business
of continuously crafting pleasurable dining
and meaningful social engagement is a calling.
Looking for a classy joint with cool people,
exceptional food and a laid-back atmosphere?
I know a place.
OAK + ALMOND, Norwalk, www.oakandalmond.
com
Susan Heller is a writer, producer & director. In the
public sector she creates content for the corporate world
and advertising for media. In the private sector she works
as a ghostwriter and collaborator on books. She can be
reached at: SusanHellerW2W@aol.com
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